
Benefitting

TEN YEAR ANNIVERSARY TOUR
WELCOME TO THE MOVEMENT



Created in 2008 in response to the lack of education 
around heritage breed pigs, the competition 
kickstarted a conversation about family farmers 
struggling to educate chefs and consumers about the 
health benefits of utilizing old-time livestock. As 
restaurants started to look for more honest food 
sources, the spotlight in the sky represented a safe 
place to find responsibly raised animals. The friendly 
competition for a cause converged into one idea: the 
ultimate quest for flavor.

At any given event, over a hundred-plus cooks, chefs, 
restaurant, bar, retail shop owners, renowned 
sommeliers and barkeeps, can be found working in 
concert to create luxurious moments that cause our 
many guests to stop, think, and consider.

Cochon555 is the nation’s most talked about premium food,
 wine and spirit celebration and live-event series.



Cochon555 is an initiative to combine Responsible 
Agriculture, Culinary Arts, and Hospitality with the 
traditional recipes and modern chef preparations of food 
from safe and honest sources.

Going on 10 years, Cochon555 has grown because of its 
reputation for producing the high quality events. Today 
the events and cause sit amongst the most reputable 
sources for inspiration in the food, beverage and the 
responsible lifestyle culture.

Through innovation and progression, Cochon555 offers a 
wide variety of solutions to reach affluent cultural 
enthusiasts, tastemakers and influencers in more than 
20 markets nationally.  

The weekends are filled with the participation of notable 
chefs and barkeeps ‘programmed’ throughout a series 
of rare tastes and culinary experiences.

ABOUT

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Zw1TuDAPUf4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2bcngw_bWMk
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EdqPTrDOFMI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=lb8N0m3PXMM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=W7D26YfubNw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bdTbm62BXWE


Cochon555 is an opportunity to have one-on-one 
interaction with high-end connoisseurs, guest celebrity 
chefs, noted influencers, media, beverage professionals 
(including wine buyers), restaurant owners, culinary 
establishment owners and more. Sponsors can partake in 
a year-round program or take option for singular events.

Our Goals:

To provide a new kind of culinary engagement
To connect our audiences with yours
To celebrate the spirit of localism
To create an authentic dialogue across media platforms
To share deep gastronomic experiences and narratives
To extend the consumption of global food cultures
To powerfully connect luxury consumers and brands

We Will Change the Future
COCHON555 / OUR SPONSORS & PARTNERS / AND YOU!



DEMOGRAPHICS
VIDEO & MORE

www.sponsor2019.com/videos


We are a full-service creative team, we can create any 
activation based on your goals and budget. Our guests 
demand luxury food and drink experiences, but they also 
want greater meaning. They will gladly pay more for 
stories they believe in, such as meat from family farms 
or a rare and historic cocktail. One thing that separates 
Cochon555 from other events is that we do everything 
with intention. 

We believe in the power of telling a story that our guests 
can engage with and invest in. Through community 
events, we create momentum that generates 
relationship equity for sponsors. Whether you want to be 
the Presenting or Spotlight sponsor, we've got you 
covered.

Turnkey Activations
FROM IDEATION TO EXECUTION



THE NUMBERS & GROWING

The Cochon555 platform can boost any signal across multiple channels. We 
can put you front and center for thousands of believers in sustainability, 
social responsibility, and innovation across the country for years to come.

INSTAGRAM
30,100 FOLLOWERS

TWITTER
19,800 FOLLOWERS

NEWSLETTER
150,000 FOLLOWERS

FACEBOOK
18,650 FOLLOWERS



AUDIENCE IS A BONUS

COCHON555 IS MAJORITY MILLENIAL
They run restaurants, own food empires, tech businesses and influence the food 

community. We can put you front and center for thousands of believers in 
sustainability, social responsibility, and innovation across the country.

As a bonus, 48% of Millennials create and post original videos and photos online and 
37% of Millennials will pay more for a product or service to support a cause.

MEDIAN AGE 42

51% FEMALE / 49% MALE

AVERAGE SWIPE IS $450 PER EVENT

HOUSEHOLD INCOMES OVER
$145K ANNUALLY

79% WITH A COLLEGE DEGREE

AFFLUENT, INFLUENTIAL
SUPPORTERS OF LOCAL AGRICULTURE



Chefs & Talent
BACK TO THE FARM CONNECTION

The tour is aligned with the modern day good food 
movement — with tattooed chefs, barrier-breaking 
women, artist-like butchers, spirited bartenders, craft 
brewers, brazen pastry talent, tastemakers, influencers, 
luxury brands, family farmers and bona-fide media.

Cochon555 is built on the idea of a network, at once 
personal and emotional. From farms to restaurants, 
suppliers to consumers, industry to industry, guest to 
producer, our events have the unique ability to forge 
relationships whether in the name of friendship or 
business.

CLICK HERE

To view a list of notable industry leaders that 
have participated in Cochon555.

http://cochon555.com/pastchefs/


PRESENTING SPONSOR
"title partner of event"
exclusivity, customized | maximum benefits

EXCLUSIVE BRAND SPONSOR
"official partner of event"
brandable experiences | turn-key + exclusive

SPOTLIGHT SPONSOR
"turnkey or self-activated exhibiting" 
customized benefits | marketing opportunities

HERITAGE SPONSOR
"self-activated partner of the event"
non-exclusive | standard sampling

Sponsorship Levels



 EXCLUSIVITY ACTIVATION
SPACE

EDITORIAL
PROMOTION

CUSTOM
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TICKETS WEBSITE EVENT
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GIFTING

SPONSORSHIP BENEFITS



Through a blend of traditional public relations, aggressive digital advertising, Facebook Ads, partnership micro-sites, and 
social media, Cochon555 extends messaging before, during and after each event. We work with dozens of national, regional 
and local media partners to run content.

Earned Media 260+ National and Regional Media Outlets including The New York Times, Men's Health, NPR, WSJ, Forbes, 
Time, New York Post, Food & Wine Magazine, Oxford University, New York Magazine, The Washington Post, Garden & Gun, Bon 
Appetit, CNN, Chicago Sun Times, San Francisco Chronicle, Tasting Table, The Chicago Tribune, USA Today, Modern Luxury, 
Yelp, Food & Beverage Magazine, and The Boston Globe, EATER, Great Day Washington, The Wall Street Journal, TimeOut LA 
and NY, Food Republic, CBS New York, Thrillist, Houston Chronicle, Los Angeles Times, The Examiner, Zagat, Honest Cooking 
and many more. 

Our very robust Social Media Community includes notable followers who broadcast and monitor the conversations including 
The James Beard Foundation, Andrew Zimmern, Food & Wine Magazine, Williams-Sonoma, Star-Chefs, Paul Barron (media 
guru), Andrea Roth (actress), Food Arts Magazine, Rioja Wine, Zagat, Tasting Table, Breville, Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream, Eater, 
Culture Magazine, Michael Mina, and more.

INFLUENCERS & MEDIA



CLICK HERE

WANT SOME 
DATES?

http://www.sponsor2019.com/dates


Put the focus back on the farmer and create a safer, 
more honest, and delicious food future for our children 
and generations of diners and cooks to come. Together 
with our sponsors, we preserve the American farm, 
redefine luxury, and celebrate everyday champions in 
the good food movement.

Cochon555 aims to create moments of inspiration, and 
to engender discussion and action - to buy, to cook, to 
shop, to donate in the name of a safe, honest, and 
delicious future to be shared at the table, for, and with 
our children. We bring together local players, national 
producers, notable media and food champions to 
address the issues of responsible farming through 
consumption and discussion. 

Cochon555 Mission
REDIFINING RESPONSIBLE LUXURY



Cultural Value

For the past decade, Cochon555 has focused on heritage 
breed pigs, some of which were on critical watch lists. 
The meat they produce is recognized for its superior 
flavor, texture, appearance, and nutritious qualities. At 
all events, we source only the highest quality ingredients 
and products.

Each weekend is filled with the participation of 
well-known chefs and beverage professionals whose 
talents are highlighted through a ‘program’ of diverse 
tastes and flavor experiences. From rare boutique wines 
to heritage spirits, the beverage program is also every 
bit as unique as the culinary one.

Cochon555 has become a substantial force on the 
national food scene and our sponsors draw on 
Cochon555's ability to bring together food, drink, and 
farming talents that align with their local, regional, and 
national marketing initiatives.



After ten years, we cultivated the highest concentration 
of industry leaders – restaurant and bar owners, chefs, 
sommeliers, retail suppliers, and more – all who come 
out on Sunday not just for the event, but for the 
opportunity to network in their own community. 

They are the most important members of the culinary 
community, and we appeal to them on both a national 
and a local level. 

The tour draws a powerful blend of consumers and 
content creators, a majority of which are millennials 
obsessed with social media and lifestyle experiences. 

Community
DEFINED BY OPINION SHAPERS AND INFLUENCERS



By providing authentic culinary experiences reinforced 
with strong media relations, influencers get exposed to 
premium brands and the storytellers pick up the 
message organically. Our unique approach to 
experiential sponsorships, event marketing, contests 
and traditional media creates additional coverage for 
our partners.

We engage fans, chefs, judges, influential media 
buddies and our friends in the good food movement 
nationwide. We nominate thought leaders to advocate 
for safe food, we build brand awareness and relationship 
equity through cross-talk on social media platforms.

Content Distribution
1 BILLION HITS A YEAR AND COUNTING



We have built a tour that covers national 
ground and addresses global issues, 
while engaging and extending our 
message in very powerful ways for 
dozens of influential markets. 

This multi-layered appeal is a powerful 
tonic for our sponsors and their brand, 
as it extends ideas across vast amounts 
of space and engages on a highly 
personal level. Our events gets your 
products onto the bar tops and dining 
tables, into the chef’s office of 
trend-leading restaurants and inside the 
homes of our loyal and influential guests 
on a daily basis.

EXTEND AND ENGAGE



THE NEXT LEVEL
CUSTOM VIDEO FOOTAGE

FOR FOOD & BEVERAGE BRANDS



VIDEO IS NOW A “MUST HAVE” NOT A “NICE TO HAVE”

We have the national culinary event platform, high-end video 
services, notable talent and affluent audiences.

You bring the goods, together we can blend broadcast,
mission and content marketing strategy.



VIDEO IS ON THE RISE

SPEAK TO YOUR AUDIENCE

TOTAL CUSTOMIZATION ACCESS TO TALENT

ACCESS TO OUR
MASSIVE AUDIENCE



EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK

LONG FORM 
   SERIES

SHORT 
FORM

LIFESTYLE
PROMO

BRAND 
NARRATIVES

MICRO VIDEOS
(SOCIAL MEDIA)



LONG FORM SERIES

PERFECT FOR PRODUCT LAUNCH AND IN-DEPTH TOPICS

SOMM SMACKDOWN

A series of romantic and educationally wine driven 
episodes featuring ve notable sommeliers in each 
city competing for the best wine paired with whole 

pig menus cooked by famous chefs.

CLICK FOR PLAYLIST CLICK FOR PLAYLIST

PUNCH KINGS

A series of hand-crafted and spirited conversations 
with fty of the nations top barkeeps each facing the 
challenge of creating a winning punch in hopes of 

going to the grand finale.

EXAMPLES OF OUR WORK

https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKp7YxSJBMYcBim5wUGXXOTPJXeh7VYb5
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLKp7YxSJBMYe94FvkoBXEEv8NutcVH28G


THE RESULTS

ROYAL OAK SPENT $75 ON FACEBOOK ADS
PEOPLE REACHED

ENGAGEMENTS 20,374

54,575

INSTAGRAM
1,821 VIEWS +275 LIKES

TWITTER
3,120 VIEWS + 474 LIKES

FACEBOOK
559 REACTIONS, 69 COMMENTS& 228 SHARES



The proceeds will benefit Piggy Bank, a Missouri 
farm-in-the-making that will help launch new family farms 
by providing heritage breed piglets and access to business 
plans. Piggy Bank will offer a safety net to farmers in the 
wake of a disaster.

By offering farmers access to a powerful database of 
business plans and a network of farmers without 
restrictions, Piggy Bank promotes a movement of Open 
Access Agriculture (OAA). The goal is simple: to create a 
foundation that will ensure family farmers have resources 
to run successful businesses which will clear a path for new 
farmers to raise safe and honest food for generations of 
children and cooks to come.

We hope you become part of this legacy.

Watch the video / Visit the Website

Piggy Bank - The Charity 
THE PROCEEDS WILL HELP PUT NEW FAMILY FARMS IN BUSINESS.

http://www.piggy-bank.org/home/


CLICK HERE

Brady Lowe - Founder  
brady@cochon555.com  

Erin Wormley - VP Sales / Activations 
sponsor@cochon555.com

CONTACT US

http://cochon555.com/contactus/



